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Director's Note
I am utterly delighted to direct my first show at the Minack Theatre and even
more pleased that it is a play that resonates with the Cornwall that I know from
my own experience growing up here.

It has been a joy to work on Carl Grose’s Superstition Mountain. He cuts through
the chocolate box representation of Cornwall that we often see portrayed on our
screens and brings us the gritty reality of three brothers lurching from crisis to
crisis. He also adds a rich vein of humour throughout his writing that has
filled our rehearsal room with constant laughter. It has been a privilege
to explore this play with such a talented and supportive cast who have
collaborated with me to bring this story to life.

It has been over a decade since Superstition Mountain
was first performed by the Harvey brothers, the play's
themes of a family under financial pressure
with little support and surviving on their wits
alone is sadly not something that has
dated. With the housing and cost of living
crisis that we are currently experiencing, it
feels more relevant than ever for this play
to be revived.

As the three flawed brothers take their
desperate journey to Arizona in search of
success and adventure, I hope your journey
with them will be as thrilling as it has been
for me working on this piece.
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CARL GROSE AND THE JOURNEY TO
SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN
How did the story of Superstition
Mountain come about?
I guess it was a composite of different
elements. I was trying to finish Laughing
Gas, the last play by the great Nick
Darke. We were producing it through oregion, with my mate Si Harvey
directing. Nick died before finishing it,
but we wanted to do it for him. He’d
spoken to me about the play in various
levels of detail before he died and had
handed me his notes and a ton of
books on Humphry Davy (who his play
was about)... It was very hard to write.
For obvious reasons. He was my
mentor. I’d learnt so much from him. But
still, it was a bastard to write,
emotionally, as well as technically...
and whilst I was in the abyss,
completely stuck with it, my brain threw
up a brand-new idea for a totally
different play. It happens like that
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sometimes!

It was an idea that was set in contemporary Cornwall, and was about three brothers
trying to figure out what to do with their dead cowboy dad. That’s what popped in my
head. It also became clear that this would be a great fit for the Harvey brothers, Si, Dan
and Brett, who I’d always wanted to write something for. The cowboy dad was inspired
by my own father, who wasn’t as brutal as Daddy Gunwallow, but who was
certainly a storyteller and mythmaker in his own right. And he wore cowboy
boots and a scorpion bootlace tie, and kept a Bowie knife under his bed!
So, for the first time, I was writing. much closer to home. I allowed
myself to be inspired by people I knew. Sounds strange, but I’d
never really done this before in my writing. Once these
elements were in place, the story came quite quickly. I
knew this family of brothers were desperately skint, I
knew their dead dad had left them in the shit, and I
knew that the answer to their prayers was
probably gonna be a gold mine in Arizona.
I did an initial flurry of writing, mainly
dialogue – and then went back to
Laughing Gas. But I had my story
roughly mapped out.
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Were you aware of the legend of the Lost
Dutchman’s Gold Mine prior to writing the play?
Yes. I’d happened across the story of the Lost Dutchman and the Superstition Mountains
whilst researching an earlier play. This was Quick Silver, which Kneehigh did many moons
ago. It was the tale of a Cornish hard rock miner who emigrates to America in the 1840s
and ends up in the Wild West. The research never made it into Quick Silver but those
stories, the location and those legends really stayed with me. I was thinking about writing
it as a straight, American-set screenplay – but it became much more interesting when I
started thinking about it through the lens of these Cornish brothers. I guess that’s what I
mean about ideas snowballing. All this stuff was in the back of my head, and fell into
place once I’d found a home for it. I’m making it sound quite easy, aren’t I? For the
record, it rarely happens like this for me. It’s usually like pulling teeth. But on this
occasion I got lucky.

Superstition Mountain explores a Cornwall very
different to the picturesque idyll often seen in
TV and film, how important to you was it to
reflect this side of Cornwall?
It’s so important. Showing Cornwall as I see it has
become my artistic mission in a way. It goes without
saying that the Cornwall of prime time TV, whether it’s
Poldark or the endless slew of documentaries about
the place, are entirely unrecognisable to me and, I’m
sure, to the people who’re from here, who live and
work here all year round. Those shows are just adverts
for the tourist industry. What I hope to do is show a
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place that is hard, rough, strange, but real.

The most vivid memories of my childhood were spent hanging out on the edges of
uncapped mine shafts at Baldhu and at the United Downs Stock Car races. That side of
Cornwall is still there, but it’s hidden. And I want to try and capture that world, show the
post-industrial interior, what would probably be deemed the “ugly side” of the place,
where the tourists dare not go, in whatever way I can. Those places, those people, the
identity, the voice...

What's your favourite
Hank Williams song?
God, they’re all genius. But if there’s
one lyric that sticks in my head probably because my dad used to
say it to me as a kid - its:

“No matter how I struggle and strive
I’ll never get out of this world alive.”

So I’ll choose that one. “Never Get
Out Of This World Alive.” It sums up
life in a sad but humorous way, and
it became the underlying philosophy
of the play. I mean, it’s simple, it’s
obvious, but it’s so fucking true, isn’t
it?
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THERE'S GOLD IN THEM THERE HILLS!
The American Frontier or Wild West conjures
strong images, from cowboys and outlaws to
infamous lost gold mines. Immortalised in the
spaghetti western films of the mid twentieth
century along with comics and novels, the
American West has become a treasure trove
of stories and legends. One such legend is
that of the Legendary Lost Dutchman's Gold
Mine in Arizona's Superstition Mountains.

The prospect of striking it rich or making your
fortune have become synonymous with the
American spread west into new territory. People
flocked from all over in the hope of making
something for themselves, and gold has always
had a strong allure for those with the stomach to
brave the hunt. One such migrant was German
born Jacob Waltz. Born September 1810 in
Württemberg, Waltz had settled in Arizona by the
1860's and begun a career prospecting and
mining. Depending on the reports you read he
either had little to no success or a huge amount.
One report suggesting he sold $250,000 worth of
gold to the U.S. Mint in the 1880's, equivalent to
roughly $5,940,000 by today’s standards.
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An alleged photo of Jacob Waltz

Yet the lasting legacy of Waltz is his reputed discovery of a mother lode in the
Superstition Mountains. As the legend has it Waltz discovered a vein of ore richer in
gold than anyone before him. He kept the location of his mine a close guarded secret
before eventually taking it to his grave. Since his death numerous clues, maps and
directions have surfaced claiming fresh evidence to the lost mine’s whereabouts. Those
desperate to find the gold have lost millions themselves in buying false information. With
each fresh piece of information that arose the story of the Lost Dutchman’s Mine has
evolved and changed, with many arguing it has distorted so much that telling fact from
fiction is more impossible than ever. Yet as the journalist Oren Arnold wrote “Don’t let
the truth stand in the way of a good story”. Arguably it is the story that arose around the
lost mine which has fired the imagination and desire of treasure seekers since.

Despite the challenges of surviving in the Superstition Mountain’s it hasn’t deterred
treasure seekers from searching for the Lost Dutchman's Gold Mine. In 2009 a 35 year
old enthusiast set out to do just that. His body was found 3 years later 35 feet up a
crevice in the mountains. It is said that no other landmark in America’s west has
generated so many tales of lost gold or indeed so many deaths.
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DESIGNING SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN
Marion Harrison

As soon as I read the script for Superstition Mountain I was on board, it’s such a
gripping and funny play that I knew it would be a great production to work on.
Straight away I could picture the starkness of the two main environments: the
inside of the family’s dilapidated home on the scrap yard in St Day and the arid
Arizona desert. Bringing these two environments together into one set was the
challenge.

We decided as a creative team very early on in the process to go for a design that
wasn’t too literal. For the set to lend itself to multiple locations, I needed to create
a theme that wasn’t too grounded in reality. Elements such as scrap cars, planks
of wood and drab walls lend themselves well to a variety of places, so these form
the basis of the set.
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In the second act in particular, the locations
change at speed, so it was essential that I
designed a space that didn’t require the
movement of any scenery, although there are
a few shifts between Acts 1 and 2 to let the
audience know that we have crossed the
Atlantic!

For the costume designs, it was about
establishing the three characters and their
story. Mark, Slim and Dwayne have very
different personalities, but they are
intrinsically linked to one another (whether
they like it or not!) by their family history and
all are beaten down by life. It was
important that their clothes looked
tired and worn, but that each
character still had their own
identity. There are some costume
changes between Acts 1 and 2,
but I liked the idea that they
would rock up in Arizona in what
they’ve got on, looking like fish out
of water and not caring at all, just
hell bent on finding the gold.
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Cast & Production Biographies
Jack Brownridge-Kelly
Jack Brownridge-Kelly is Cornish actor, born and raised in Newlyn. He trained at The
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland.

Theatre credits include: The Stranger on the Bridge (Tobacco Factory
Theatre/Salisbury Playhouse), The Velveteen Rabbit (Quirk Theatre), In My Lungs The
Ocean Swells (Vault Festival).

Jack is also a writer having his first commission for the Minack's Play in a Day last
summer. Most recently he has written for Behind the Postcard (Hall for Cornwall) as
part of the response to last summer’s G7 summit in Cornwall.

Ben Kernow
Ben grew up on a small farm on the north Cornish coast before training at the
Academy of Live and Recorded Arts (ALRA).

Theatre credits include: The Beauty Queen of Leenane, The Wolves of Willoughby
Chase, Hetty Feather, Stones in His Pockets & The Secret Garden (Minack Theatre).
Finnegan & Tweed (Ha-Hum-Ah Theatre). A Perfect World, The Cherry Orchard, The
Third Policeman, Life's a Dream & The Magnificent Three (Miracle Theatre). Giselle
(Birmingham Royal Ballet), Lucy and the Lost Ones (Quirk Theatre), Product & A
Doll's House (New Model Theatre), The Mousehole Cat (Cousin Jacks Theatre).
Relatively Speaking & The Importance of Being Earnest (Frinton Repertory Theatre),
The Seagull (Barons Court Theatre).

Film credits include: Magic Man (The Road Productions), At Sea (LFS), The Expert:
Progress Report (Meshes) and The Legend of Bob Leonard (Mandrake media).

When not acting he can be found in his small vineyard tending to his vines.
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Darren Seed
Originally from Cornwall, Darren trained at Bristol Old Vic Theatre School
graduating with the Peter Ackerman Award for outstanding comedy performances.
Darren has toured both nationally and internationally and regularly works with new
writers, directors and theatre companies, co-devising productions for Kenny Wax,
Tall Stories, Pins & Needles, Tobacco Factory Theatres, Oxford Playhouse and
Bristol Old Vic. In 2020 Darren co-founded Jam First Theatre which toured Cornwall
and played The Edinburgh Fringe with their sell out production Hellish.

Theatre credits include: The Olivier Award nominated show Oi Frog & Friends! (UK
Tour & West End), We’re Going On A Bear Hunt (USA & UK Tours), The Last Days
Of Mankind (Bristol Old Vic), Tiddler & Other Terrific Tales (Leicester Square
Theatre), Room On The Broom (UK Tour), A Funny Thing Happened On The Way
to The Forum (Tobacco Factory), Bedtime (Oxford Playhouse), Edward Gant’s
Amazing Feats Of Loneliness (Alma Tavern Theatre), Pericles (Redgrave Theatre),
140 Million Miles (Traverse/Oran Mor), Cinderella & Sleeping Beauty (Hall For
Cornwall).

TV credits include: The Lost Honour Of Christopher Jeffries (ITV)
and Poldark (BBC). Darren has also worked behind the camera as an acting coach
and voiceover artist on His Dark Materials for the BBC.

Carl Grose
Carl Grose’s plays include The No-Brainer, Grand Guignol, Superstition Mountain, Gargantua, Horse Piss For Blood,
49 Donkeys Hanged and The Kneebone Cadillac. For the past twenty-six years he worked with the internationally
acclaimed Cornish theatre company, Kneehigh, as both actor and writer. Writing for Kneehigh includes Tristan &
Yseult, The Bacchae, Blast!, Cymbeline, Hansel & Gretel, The Wild Bride, Dead Dog In A Suitcase (and other love
songs), The Tin Drum and UBU! a singalong satire. Other writing includes The Dark Philosophers and Never Try This At
Home for Told By An Idiot, Oedipussy (Spymonkey), Wormy Close (Soho Theatre), Faust (Vesturport/Young Vic), The
13 Midnight Challenges of Angelus Diablo (RSC at Latitude) and The Hartlepool Monkey (Gyre and Gimble/Fuel). He
also wrote the book and co-lyrics for the West End hit, The Grinning Man. Most recently he wrote Princess &
Peppernose, a short film directed by Joe Wright for Ridley Scott Associates.
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Millie Brolly
Millie is delighted to have her directorial debut at The Minack where her love of theatre first began. This is Millie’s
twelfth opportunity to work at The Minack having most recently assistant directed on The Beauty Queen of Leenane
and The Wolves of Willoughby Chase and stage managed And Then Come the Nightjars. Millie has performed at the
Minack in the roles of Bobby in The Railway Children and Miss Thorne in Goodnight Mister Tom, a role she later reprised
in 2018 with BTA (Southwark Playhouse).

Millie also runs two regular youth theatre groups and is currently in rehearsals for Variations as part of the National
Theatre Connections Festival, to be performed at The Drum (Theatre Royal Plymouth).

Jonny Dry
Jonny is immensely passionate about regional voice in film and stimulating social change through cinema. His
advocacy has been recognised through the Cultivator and the University of Plymouth creative leadership development
programme which supports a new generation of creative and cultural leaders in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.

His most recent directorial project ‘An Tarow’ – commissioned through the Cornish Language Office and Screen
Cornwall 2019 FylmK Fund – has been widely recognised at the BAFTA Cymru qualifying Carmarthen Bay, as well as
Cornwall, Little Wing and Two Short Nights film festivals, including a win for Best Director. His latest film ‘Tom’s Dream’
is touring Cornwall in the Spring as part of the Hall for Cornwall Behind the Postcard programme, and in 2020 his
experimental documentary experimental documentary ‘Small Groups Through Time’ was commissioned by The Hypatia
Trust. He is currently developing a slate of shorts and features through production company Studio Erma. As an
assistant director in Cornwall his recent credits include, BAFTA winning director Mark Jenkin’s up-coming ‘Enys Men’,
Jamie Adams’ improvised feature ‘She Is Love’, and various funded shorts with BFI NETWORK, Directors UK, and the
Challenge Alexa Film Fund.

Marion Harrison
Marion has worked in the theatre and film industry since graduating from Leeds University in 2002 with a BA Hons in
Theatre Design &amp; Technology, and later gained a Post-Graduate Diploma at the Linea Academy in Durban, South
Africa.

After spending many years as a Touring Wardrobe Manager for companies such as the R.S.C, National Theatre,
Headlong and The National Theatre of Scotland, Marion settled in Cornwall and now works as a Costume and Set
Designer.

Marion has been involved with many projects and productions across the county, designing and producing costumes
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for The Man Engine (Golden Tree Productions), Orfeo and The Wolves of Willoughby Chase for The Minack Theatre,

Loveplay and Sensibility for Ha-Hum-Ah and a variety of sets and costumes for the Eden Project, including Room On
the Broom, The Festival of Food and The Green fingers Festival. She has also recently completed a project with The
Sensory Trust and Geevor Tin Mine.

Marion is thrilled to be returning to The Minack as Set and Costume Designer for this production of Superstition
Mountain.
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